
MEMORANDUMTO THEPRESIDENT
FROM:Patrick J. Buchanan

The attached is a middle re-wri te of a speech I
have been working on for the Vice President for Atlanta,
February 21st.

It contains a bill of particulars against any more
compulsory integration, anywhere in the country at this
point in time. The reasons are these: (1) The climate of the
country racially argues against it for the simple reason
of maintaining peace; (2) The record of integration in the
North, according to Bickel* is utter failure; and the
prospect of success is absent completely without enormous
and unacceptable cost. (3) In the South ~ the trend of inte-
gration of the schools will result in socio-economic
segregation which is worse for education than racial segre-
gation; it is unfair to the poor who integrate while the
middle class retain the freedom of choice to go to the
schools they want; it encourages poor white to simply
abandon the schools, and life-long teachers to quit their
jobs.

In short, Lnt egr-at i on appears to damage rather
than advance both the cause of education and the cause of
racial harmony.

Finally, the national mood among blacks and white
alike -- is toward black separatism and white separatism.
Where the Court in 1954' r-u Le d- at the crest of a national
tide; their current rut mgs go against the grain of rising
and angry public opinion, "

What of Stennis' amendment. Certainly equitable.
But it can't be carried out; .the r'e will be blood in the
streets if we ~ry to bring suburban Northern kids into the
central city schools -- in the condition those schools
are in today. .

If we try to apply to some suburban teachers the
kind of school ratios they imposed on Atlanta, RN will
be a one-term President. : ,

Let me say candidly that for the foreseeable
future, it is allover, for compulsory social integration
in the USA; because that, body pf:· pU~lic approval which
must be present for a social change of this magnitude is not
there; indeed, a hard opposite opinion is building.

Where does this leave us?;-- essentially con-
fronted with the cho i ce of fo11o~lng, the Court's logic and
decisions and trying to: integrate the schools of the
entire nation -- an impo~sibl~h~h -- or the court, in one
manner or another backing off,~r~m compulsory integration
to a posture of f r eedom of choi ce; the posture of the orders
of 'Brown'~*as against the f ar-cr ea ching language of Brown.

66 The Buchnnan memorandum was provided by Dnoid A. Andelman, a New York Times reporter who ootained it from
cF11J1·rp •• in J,[!n.~h.inl1lnn.tooether with other papers {rertinent to the busing debates.



In the high councils of the White House a broad
variety of memoranda regularly change hands all. the
major issues of our time, many ultimately finding their
way to the desk uf the President, but few ever finding
their way before the public domain. So, their candor
and rhetoric are frequently more reflective of the true
thinking of all. administration than the pubiic pro-
nouncements from even the highest levels, Such was the

case in February 1970 when, during the last major de-
bate on busing within the Nixon Administration-a
debate that never made headlines but that provided a
[oretaste of this spring's major pronouncement-tup
speech writer and Presidential confidant Patrick /.
Buchanan delivered to Richard M. Nixon his views on
busing. And two years later, he was rewarded by seeing
them as "the Administration position."

What this speech now lacks are the following
essentials:

(1) If we are going to hold off integration, we
must put forth an alternative to blacks and white liberals
that will hold a reasonable chance that education is
going to be improved where the blacks are now -- if we are
not going to move them en masse into 'white schools.

(2) Recognition that there are thousands of
Northern and Southern people who wanted to make this work;
who went out on a limb to make racial integration succeed
and who are going to be left holding the bag; for trying
something above and beyond the call of duty.

(3) I am deeply concerned that Wallace will in the
immediate future force the President to carry out a court
ruling whether with marshals or troops-- which would
make the little demagogue invincible in areas and end our
chances of destroying him by 1972.

(4) There is on the side of stopping this move-
ment; the Washington Post had an editorial asking for a '
study of what has been accomplished and where we are going;
Bickel's case is 'almost unassailable; the NewYork Times
is reporting rising 'racial violence in the schools; the
lesson is sinking in rapidly -- only an ideologue can, in
the face of this kind of evidence, demand that whites
and blacks be mixed in more schools; where in every school
in which it has been tried racial violence is becoming
the rule -- according to the Office of Education.

(5) The second era of Re-Construction is over;
the ship of Integration is going down; it is not our ship;
it belongs to national liberalism -- and we cannot salvage
it; and we ought not to be aboard. For the first time
since 1954, the national civil rights community is going
to sustain an up-and-down defeat. It may come now; it may
come hard; it may be disguised and dragged out -- but it
can no longer be avoided.

This is the other side of the coin -- and repre-
sents in itself a serious problem fOT the whole country;
our objective has to be, I think; to cushion the fall to the
degree we can. Looking at the realities as a reasonable
individual I can't see how they can win -- but we don't
want to humiliate them. For that reason, perhaps some of my
language is too tough.

My recommendation is that the President with-
hold any day-to-day comment; perhaps that he set a date in
the future when he or the Vice President will outline
our policy and concern on this issue; to ease up the heat
on us a bit.

The Vice President might be able to deliver a
thought-out address, all cheer lines out, moving to the
Right of the President and giving RN time to move the dis-
tance we have to move which is essentially to a qualified
freedom of choice posture; outlawing segregation but not
requiring integration o,: racial balance or the shifting of
white children into black schools. If we could get Green
versus NewKent County reversed, that would be enough. t

Pat

~'Alexander Bickel, Yale law professor. """The 190,4 Supreme Court decision against segregation in public schools,
tThe 1968 Supreme Court ruling ordering quick and suhsrautial desezreaation hv WhR'''VPT ",,,ono nu,'_OOO""
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